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Smart Technologies for the Smart City
On behalf of The Israel Export Institute, I am pleased to 
present this catalog of Israeli products and solutions 
that can help cities and local governments adapt to the 
demands of residents, businesses and visitors.

Israel’s strength in developing advanced solutions in such 
fields as homeland security, IT, transportation, water, 
cleantech and healthcare technologies, empower cities 
and local governments all over the world and offer their 
stakeholders a superior environment

In which to live, work and play through the provision of
smarter, more efficient and more economical municipal
services.

I am confident that you will find in these pages many
Israeli products, technologies and solutions that will help
transform your city and its systems.

Sagiv Elad
Manager, Automotive Sector

 Tel +972 3 514 2939
 Mobile +972 54 930 7270
 sagive@export.gov.il

Karin Chen
Coordinator, Automotive &
Fuel Alternatives

 Tel +972 3 514 2856
 Mobile +972 50 477 6646
 karinc@export.gov.il

The Israel Export & International
Cooperation Institute
29 Hamered St.
Tel Aviv 6812511, Israel

 www.export.gov.il
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The Israel Export and
International Cooperation 
The Israel Export and International Cooperation Institute 
is your premier gateway for doing business with Israeli  
companies.
Established and funded by the government and the 
private sector, IEICI’s expertise in technology and 
product scouting, joint ventures and strategic alliances 
with Israeli companies spans more than half a century. 
Whatever your field is, IEICI offers access to relevant 
businesses and Government resources. IEICI will provide 
the information you need to connect, negotiate and do 
business all over the world.
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Solution at a Glance
Accompanying and coordinating implementation of the National
Program in the various government ministries, creating
collaborations with the business sector and heading a permanent 
inter-sector discourse between government ministries, the business 
sector and the third sector – in the aim of addressing economic 
and social challenges by utilizing information and communication 
technologies.  

Technology & Product(s)
The Bureau operates in the following main areas:
Local municipalities: DIB developed and operates a unique human 
capital programs “Digital Leaders” for senior executives, invests 
in promoting and implementing smart & secure solutions, builds 
innovative communities etc.
Welfare: Digital Rehabilitation Communities, a social network for 
people with disabilities, Virtual support groups etc.
Health: Tele-Medicine services, Personalized Health, Predictive Care, 
medical-data driven innovation etc.
Education: “Campus”- a national online education initiative, online 
learning courses for final exams, EDstart – innovation in education 
etc.
Economics: encouraging E-Commerce for SMB’s, special funding for 
Innovation targeted on the public sector services and needs etc.  

Goal
DIB strives to harness the unique and meaningful opportunity
introduced by the digital revolution, smart devices and the progress 
of ICT & Data analytics, in order to reduce socio-economic, promote 
economic prosperity, and establish a smarter, friendlier government.

Digital Israel Bureau - Ministry for Social Equality
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Solution at a Glance
A Polarity Box in every lamp post leverage the existing lighting 
infrastructure to make every lamp post an IOT asset with broadband 
communication and electricity 24/7. 
Multiple boxes form a network with no central boxes, no Wireless 
pollution. Together with non-intrusive installation and an easy to build 
and maintain network, Cities can have their own IOT infrastructure 
with high security and reliability at fraction of the cost of comparable-
performing solution.  

Technology & Product(s)
ACiiST distributed switched network delivers endpoints at every 
point of need for connectivity and control. The distributed switching 
paradigm at the endpoint minimizes cabling and central boxes and is 
ideal for wide outdoor deployments such as smart city.
A Polarity Box in every lamppost leverages the existing infrastructure, 
making every lamp post an IOT asset with broadband and electricity 
control 24/7. ‘ACiiST-ed’ network together with its diagnostic and 
monitoring system is easy to build and maintain, delivers high 
security and reliability anywhere in the city at fraction of the cost of 
the comparable-performing, existing solution.  

Goal
Cities should have urban IoT infrastructure, available anywhere. 
More and more rich content ‘things’ spread over the city capturing & 
processing data and executing actions requiring: High performance 
scalable network, Electricity 24/7 and physical location.
ACiiST offers the only practical solution for city scale, ‘IoT infrastructure’, 
deployment.

www.aciist.comACiiST
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Solution at a Glance
PULSE™ is the ideal software platform for management, command 
and control of municipal infrastructure deployments. For a city that 
wishes to launch a Smart City project, PULSE™ is a robust, scalable 
solution that can securely manage a variety of traditional and IoT 
systems, devices and sensors.  

Technology & Product(s)
PULSE™ is the ideal software platform for management, command 
and control of municipal infrastructure deployments. Its robust 
architecture allows you to manage traditional and IoT systems, devices 
and sensors, in many areas of municipal service: water, wastewater, 
energy, street lighting, safety, security and more.
Cloud Connectivity: PULSE™ is capable of securely connecting any 
number and type of devices or sensors over the Cloud. It integrates 
with the IoT Cloud platforms of leading vendors such as Microsoft 
Azure IoT Hub and others, to maximize the power of data analytics 
and intelligence for the benefit of operational excellence.  

Goal
We would like to position ourselves as a leading provider of software 
for Smart City control & automation systems and management of 
municipal infrastructure. We are looking for new business/channel 
partners to work with us to reach this goal, and for exciting Smart City 
projects.
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Solution at a Glance
Combining Agent Vi’s vast experience with large-scale deployments 
and cutting-edge Deep Learning technology, innoVi helps: 
• Prevent crime and shorten emergency response times by
   immediate detection of security threats
• Improve incident management by rapidly creating situational
   awareness
• Monitor and analyze traffic flow 
• Detect safety hazards and obstacles to passage 
• Optimize municipal and law enforcement resources
• Enhance the quality and performance of the city’s varied services.  

Technology & Product(s)
innoVi for Smart Cities is Agent Vi’s cloud-based, innovative video 
analytics Software as a Service (SaaS). It transforms the hundreds 
or even thousands of surveillance cameras deployed across the city 
into smart video devices contributing to the city’s ability to improve 
security, safety and incident response city-wide. innoVi empowers 
authorities to uncover otherwise hidden incidents, insights and 
information, and allows true leveraging of the municipal surveillance 
infrastructure, even in the most dynamic and challenging urban 
environment.
innoVi for Smart Cities offers: 
• Detection of security and safety incidents in real-time 
• Expedited investigations with automated video search 
• Big Data applications .  

Goal
Agent Vi seeks to connect with municipalities and cities that are 
looking into implementing Smart and Safe City projects in the coming 
years. Smart Cities need more than cameras, they need Smart Video.
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Solution at a Glance
ContextSpace “MyData Shield” is a software infrastructure platform 
for secure Smart City digital citizen engagement, enabling all 
stakeholders in a community to trust and digitally engage across 
organization and business process boundaries.  

Technology & Product(s)
ContextSpace provides a complete and comprehensive platform for 
building and operating smart communities consisting of including 
residents, visitors, businesses, parents, students, patients, NGOs and 
all other types of municipal stakeholders. 
We provide all the key security, privacy, communications, data
management, business process and analytical services needed to 
connect citizens with all other community stakeholders. 
Our platform enables rapid delivery of community-specific
applications at very low cost. This includes a complete suite of easy to 
use platform APIs. 
ContextSpace enables Smart City organisations of all sizes to 
rapidly meet European General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) 
requirements .  

Goal
To eliminate the Technical, Cost and Complexity barriers that stand in 
the way for any community, of any size, to achieve Smart Citizen and 
Smart City objectives and benefits, while meeting all necessary data 
protection regulatory requirements.
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Solution at a Glance
The Smart Gardn Hub is replacing the old irrigation controller. With its 
weather algorithm it saves up to 50% of the water consumption and 
controlled by an App via WiFi or 3G network from anywhere, anytime. 
The hub is capable of controlling garden lightning, fertilizing and soil 
moistuiring. 

Technology & Product(s)
GreenIQ Smart Garden Hub automatically downloads data from 
the internet on current and forecast weather conditions provided 
by the nearest weather station. Factors such as temperature, 
relative humidity, wind speed and solar radiation directly impact the 
evapotranspiration in the garden. It schedules the irrigation based 
on the start time and end time that was programmed and also the 
irrigation conditions mentioned above.
The GreenIQ Gen3 controls up to 8 or 16 irrigation zones. It irrigates 
only when needed and saves water. It can be controlled from anywhere 
and anytime via WiFi or 3G network. It also controls garden’s lightning, 
fertilizing and alerts of leaks and pipe breaks.  

Goal
We created a dashboard that enables managing multiple hubs and 
control large properties i.e. parks, colleges. It is also a great tool for 
the PRO who need to manage several hubs.
We strive to be integrated into smart cities worldwide, help them save 
water and manage their gardening more efficiently.

www.greeniq.coGreenIQ
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Solution at a Glance
iSafeCross - this “guardian angel” system identifies hazardous 
situations around crosswalks in areas of joint movement of people 
and vehicles.  The iSafeCross system creates local – audible and 
visible alerts. It also communicates on V2X networks to send 
notifications toward adjacent smart car systems and updates the 
smart infrastructure backbone. 

Technology & Product(s)
The iSafeCross system includes an imaging device for the crosswalk 
surrounding, a software system of advanced algorithms: computer 
vision, deep image and movement analysis, adapting knowledge base 
that enable the system to identify hazardous situations in advance.
A control-communication module that triggers audible and visible 
alarms and distribute V2X alerts and maintain the system intergrity 
and operational requirements.
Other products in pipe: smart identification of incapable (drunk, ill) 
drivers, preventing forgotten kids in locked cars, and more.
We are creating actual working systems that will be part of the V2X 
infrastructure.  

Goal
Our solutions replace dumb infrastructure with smart systems and 
integrate into the smart infrastructure backbone. 
Smart infrastructure can save lives and generate financial gains.
The V2X-backbone can use the smart infrastructure to improve road 
management and maintenance.
Intelligent Smart Ideas wants to take major part in this exciting new 
development.
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Solution at a Glance
IPgallery’s holistic smart city monitoring operation center for city 
management and user-friendly citizen facing app improve the 
city’s overall operations and enhance citizen-centric value added 
services. Services include resiliency, public safety, pedestrian safety, 
public health, parking, traffic, transportation, citizen engagement, 
connected cars in urban environments and more during daily and 
emergency situations. 

Technology & Product(s)
Standard based distibuted could architecture that fits into the new 
telco network topology.
Utilizing Realtime, Big Data, Deep Learning, AI and Blockchain 
technologies.  

Goal
IPgallery aims to inspire, engage and produce value across the entire 
Smart City ecosystem.
In order to provide holistic Safe and Smart City solution we look to 
partner with Telcos, device/sensor manufacturers, car makers, 
system integrators and Cities.
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I.S.R Technologies isrfleettrack.com

Solution at a Glance
Our areas of activity in smart cities are:
1. Intelligent Transportation System

 Advanced Automatic Vehicle Location | Route and schedule
adherence | Automatic Fare Collection Integration | Passenger
Information Displays (on-board the bus and at bus stop) | Blind
and Handicap dedicated support system (on-board and at bus
stops | Driver behavior and telematics | Security (camera’s,
Panic buttons | Automatic Passenger Counting

2. Digital Signage
 Indoor or Outdoor | Public Transportation and advertising | People
 counter at bus stop | Trip Planner

 
Technology & Product(s)
I.I.S.R. Technologies - ISR, produces innovative urban solutions, 
hardware and software that bring together smart public
transportation & municipal services to the public and the handicap 
ISR - Specializes in the integration of complimenting technologies for 
services such as Transportation, Municipal Services, EMS and Security
Our products include :

 Integrated digital signage 
 Real time integration with public transit
 Trip planner and Multimedia messaging
 Solar powered signs/security cameras at stops
 Bus Shelters that combine ISR Advanced Passenger and Handicap
 Information systems and solutions 
 Seamless integration with public transit 
 Hand held and web site applications
 On-Line access to public services
 Claud based management software bringing municipal services
 together (IoT)together (IoT)

I.S.R Bookmarks

http://isrfleettrack.com/
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MetroControl www.metrocontrol.com

Solution at a Glance
Apollo, Metro Control’s flagship product, is a complete wi-fi based 
lighting solution for smart cities that easily connects to smartphones 
and a cloud based server, enabling advanced streetlight control, 
energy efficiency and connection to an entire IOT network. 

Technology & Product(s)
Each Apollo luminaire comes with a built-in communication device, 
making it smart city-ready. Immediately after installing the luminaire, 
communication with the device is activated via a smartphone app. 
Upon activation, the luminaire can be monitored and controlled from 
a cloud-based city control center.
Apollo’s communication solution is based on patented technology 
that uses standard wi-fi connection. This makes the integration 
with any existing communication infrastructure safe and very easy. 
Each luminaire has an internal dimming schedule and logic, which 
allows continuous communication with the luminaire. The embedded 
power meter is accurate and versatile and tracks consumption and 
performance 24/7.  

Goal
Our goal is to establish Metro Control as a reputable smart city provider 
and transform the Apollo smart street luminaire into the heart and 
soul of the smart city by becoming the hub of an IOT network.

MetroControl Bookmarks

www.metrocontrol.com
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Solution at a Glance
Monitoring & Control Analytics Software.  

Technology & Product(s)
mPrest’s generic, flexible platform is comprised of building blocks 
that together form an advanced generic platform. The technology 
offers a new paradigm for the fast and efficient development and 
adaptation of monitoring and control systems.
mPrest’s robust, proven platform also empowers systems integrators 
(SIs), organizations and enterprises to develop applications 
themselves as the need arises. By leveraging the company’s proven, 
user-friendly development environment, users can keep pace with 
our fast-changing world easily and efficiently.
Power utilities offerings include Distributed Energy Resources 
Management, Asset Health Management, Security Management, 
SCADA Enhancement, and Mobile Asset Management.  

Goal
Meeting prospects such as generation, transmission and distribution 
power companies in Europe, relevant system integrators, and 
potential technological partners. 
Introduce our innovative applications as well as create meaningful 
interactions that could generate leads and sales opportunities.

www.mprest.commPrest
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Solution at a Glance
ParKam, has the leading most innovative, camera based solution in 
the market.
ParKam’s solution use streaming from existing smart city’s cameras, 
to determine parking availability on the go. Whether on street or in a 
parking lot, we offer holistic modular system tailored to the customer’s 
requirements while generating quick ROI.  

Technology & Product(s)
ParKam’s modular solution includes Availability Map, In-app real-time 
Navigation, Heat Map to better design any smart city, BI tool for parking 
lot management, Enforcement Tool that provides the controller real-
time indication of any parking violation within the visible area (double 
parking, restricted parking area, etc.) and Payment on app. ParKam’s 
solution works with open API so you can use your own app and get 
targeted marketing, while we use Big Data to analyze users’ behaviour.
We use image processing and smart learning machine to constantly 
optimize the solution, making it the most accurate system in the 
industry.  

Goal
ParKam looks forward to being the default parking solution. Our 
holistic parking solution will insure both the end user will have 
a positive experience, while the city gets smart BI tool delivering 
customized data within her IoT platform helping the city to become 
Smart City while generating income.

www.parkam-ip.comParKam
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Solution at a Glance
RealiteQ system is a new generation (4) of SCADA system, based on 
the most advanced IOT (Internet of Things) technology to create a 
one-stop (end - to end) platform of cloud base, real time SCADA & 
Telemetry system. Based on that technology, RealiteQ have developed 
light, low cost & no maintenance (SAAS Model).  

Technology & Product(s)
Reali Technologies is an Israeli pioneer company in IoT since 2008 
providing cloud-based real-time operational & managerial solutions, 
named RealiteQ.
RealiteQ was developed as an end-to-end information and 
communication technology (ICT) that gathers and controls critical 
& operational data, in real-time, for water networks, analyzers and 
controllers. From the CEO to the technician, wherever & whenever, 
anyone can view and control the system.
The technology consists of three system components:
• ICEX (Integrated Cellular and Ethernet Explorer) - The end unit
   installed in remote sites.
• COMP (Central Online Management Portal) - Mediates
   communication, data, security & users.
• UI - Browser-based graphical user interface (HMI/SCADA).  

Goal
Today, we already have thousands of sites worldwide, but it is only the 
beginning.
We are looking to make RealiteQ SCADA affordable & available to any 
utility anywhere. 
In order to achieve that goal, we are looking for reps/distributors, 
strategic partners, key customers and manufacturers who would like 
to embed our technology in their products.

www.realiteq.comRealiteQ - Reali Technologies
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Solution at a Glance
Our real-time, video based, mobile platform, which is supported by 
an Advanced Positioning System, offers you immediate and live video 
reporting from the scene of hazards or emergencies to relevant 
dispatch centers you choose, maximizing an accurate response by 
authorities, cutting down on response times and ultimately saving 
lives.  

Technology & Product(s)
Reporty offers a full eco-system for a real time communication 
platform. Our core technology enhances Public Safety Answering 
Points (PSAP) with instant and precise location (including indoor and 
elevation), live video streaming, call routing, situational awareness, 
and texting, which ensure times to dispatch to drop while complete 
information flow to First Responders.  

Goal
With Reporty the possibilities are endless. We imagine a world where 
not only phones are connected to emergencies services — but also 
wearables, smart home devices, and vehicles.
We imagine a smarter & safer world.

www.reporty.comReporty
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SeismicAI (former name: MDH Technologies)

Solution at a Glance
SeismicAI offers a regional earthquake early warning system (EEWS). 
Our network of sensors will provide an effective alert on coming 
earthquake faster and more accurately than other solutions on the 
market. 

Technology & Product(s)
COLLOCATED SEISMIC DETECTION TECHNOLOGIES
Real-time integration of different sensors types to obtain a very 
reliable result.
EXTREMELY LOW LATENCY
Processing bottlenecks are expected in case of a real earthquake 
event and  may result in loss of a valuable time. This is avoided by 
offloading the heavy  real time processing to the sensor devices.
NEURAL AND DISTRIBUTED NETWORK
The sensors form an artifcial neural network (ANN) enabling each 
sensor to  quickly and accurately know about a quake before it 
reaches it.
The ANN is constantly being monitored and updated to improved the 
network  reliability by detecting and disabling faulty sensors.
MACHINE LEARNING 
The information that is constantly being collected from the sensors is 
used as  training data for ML algorithms aimed to improve the system 
ability to  accurately foresee the earthquake magnitude and epicenter.  

Goal
Build a trusted, reliable and cost effective service that will be 
accessible to people and business under the threat of earthquakes 
anywhere in the world.

SeismicAI Bookmarks
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Solution at a Glance
The SurfSight product line brings a new standard to surveillance 
network solutions. SurfSight connects remote sites with the video 
surveillance network and provides secure access and distribution 
capabilities for ad-hoc viewers- on any device and on any network. 
SurfSight is comprised of two main products which may operate 
independently or together: SurfSight Edge and SurfSight Core.  

Technology & Product(s)
SurfSight Edge aggregates a large number of video feeds from 
remote sites over limited network bandwidths, while adjusting the 
video stream to changing network conditions. This ensures optimal 
and continuous transmission quality, over mobile and unstable 
wireless networks, in real time (<200 ms latency) while achieving a 
90% reduction in bandwidth usage.  
SurfSight Core allows clientless secure distribution of multiple video 
feeds to remote destinations in real-time, without exposing access to 
the surveillance network. It also allows remote viewers to contribute 
feeds to the network securely from any mobile device.  
Together, the SurfSight product line provides a complete picture of 
situations in the field, allowing authorities to effectively take action if 
and when needed.  

Goal
• To take surveillance network technologies to the next level and help 
transform smart cities into safer cities. 
• To connect with technology leaders within municipalities, public 
transport authorities, emergency services and other municipal 
institutions, that implement video surveillance solutions.

www.surfsolutions.comSurf Solutions
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“A Better Future
fot the Urban
Environment”
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